PRIZES AND SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDS EVENING 2018
It is my pleasure to welcome you to this celebratory evening in which we recognise and reward the academic achievements and aspirations of our students and recent graduates. Those who have won scholarships and prizes represent the finest young scholars in our Faculty of Medicine. The quality of our students is extraordinary, and to be the recipient of an award is a very notable achievement. To our awardees, congratulations on your current and future successes!

Of additional noteworthiness is the significant generosity of the donors who’ve made philanthropic gifts to benefit the next generation of clinicians, caregivers and researchers. The University and our faculty rely increasingly on the partnership of individuals, organisations and businesses to create educational opportunities for students as well as to accelerate research and its life-changing and life-saving impact. On behalf of our faculty, I extend a heartfelt thank you to all our donors.

Together, we are furthering UQ’s vision of knowledge leadership for a better world.

Professor Robyn Ward, AM FAHMS
Acting Executive Dean, Faculty of Medicine
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) and Vice President (Research)

**UQ MEDICINE SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT**

*Help Create a Perpetual Funding Source for Deserving Medical Students*

The UQ Medicine Scholarship Endowment will change lives by supporting the next generation of doctors and health professionals. The Endowment will allow the Faculty of Medicine to make awards to deserving UQ Medicine students based on a wide variety of factors including financial need, academic excellence, community involvement, character, career aspirations and demographics such as Indigenous heritage or geographic origin. As an endowment, the fund will exist in perpetuity and grow over time, providing additional scholarships to an increasing number of students.

In order to bring this vision to life, we need your help to build the endowment to the level at which it can begin generating funds to award scholarships to deserving students. UQ Medicine alumnus Dr John Bashford and his wife Deborah Sinnott recently pledged $100,000, and we are so grateful for their generosity and vision. If you’d like to support student opportunities, please consider making a gift. Terms are flexible, and our team will work with you to create a gift or pledge that suits you.

**Make Your Tax-Deductible Donation to the UQ Medicine Scholarship Endowment**

**Contact:** Thea Kleiber, Advancement Director, Faculty of Medicine
**P:** 07 3365 5077 | **E:** Med.Advancement@uq.edu.au | **W:** medicine.uq.edu.au/philanthropy

Or use the gift envelope in the enclosed Faculty of Medicine brochure.
AWARDS

ANAESTHETICS

Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists Prize
Best performance in anaesthetics.
Donor: Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists

Toby Brunckhorst

CHILD HEALTH

Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Child Health
Highest mark in the paediatrics and child health rotation.
Donor: Estate of Prof Herbert John Wilkinson

Emma Morgan

GENERAL PRACTICE

Dr Marjorie Patel Prize in General Practice
Highest examination results and tutor and preceptor feedback in the GP rotation.
Donor: Dr Marjorie Patel

Alexandra Miller

RACGP Ben Adsett Memorial Prize
Best performance in the GP rotation.
Donor: Royal Australian College of General Practitioners

Alexandra Miller

MD PROGRAM

Catherine Thorp-Cramb Prize in Doctors’ Mental Health
Best essay on the topic of doctors’ mental health.
Donor: Annette Herman and family, friends and colleagues of Dr Catherine Thorp-Cramb

Kim Grace

Bev Rowbotham Doctors on Boards Company Directors Course Scholarship
Best applicant based on demonstrated leadership potential and a clearly articulated interest in strengthening their business acumen for future success in the medical profession.
Donor: A/Prof Beverley Rowbotham

Bethany Holt

Thomas Pearson

Gough Family Scholarship
Best applicant on the basis of demonstrated need, academic progress, personal qualities (including leadership potential) and how the scholarship will be used.
Donor: Ian and Ruth Gough

Nicole Chan

Jean and Joyce Stobo Memorial Prize
Highest scores by a female in the Year 2 examinations.
Donor: Queensland Medical Women’s Society

Anthea Gibbons
Ralph Doherty Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Contribution to Community
Best applicant on the basis of demonstrated significant all-round contribution to the community, achievement in academic research contribution and personal qualities including leadership potential.
Donor: Dr Alan Van Tran and Mrs Minh Ha Tran

Benjamin van Haeringen

T.V. Stubbs-Brown Medical Student Scholarship
Best applicant on the basis of demonstrated need, interest in surgery and personal qualities.
Donor: Estate of Alisa Munro

Lauren Chimes

Alexander and Elizabeth Raff Memorial Scholarship
Highest scores across the Year 2 examinations.
Donor: Jessie W. Murphy and Susan Carrell

Anthea Gibbons

McGraw-Hill Book Prize
Highest scores in the Year 2 examinations.
Donor: McGraw-Hill Company Australia Pty Ltd

Anthea Gibbons

Sidharth Mantha

John Wienholt Memorial Prize
Highest aggregated mark in the first attempt in MEDI7111 and MEDI7112.
Donor: Estate of Mrs Wienholt

Belinda Burgess

Lilian Cooper Prize
Highest overall achievement for the four years of the medical program.
Donor: Queensland Medical Women’s Society

Bethany Holt

Harrison Theile

William Nathaniel Robertson Prize
Highest mark in Year 4 objective structured clinical examination (OSCE).
Donor: Queensland Branch of the British Medical Association

Bethany Holt

Australian Medical Association Memorial Prize
Highest GPA in Years 3 and 4 of the medical program.
Donor: Queensland Branch of the Australian Medical Association

Bethany Holt

Harrison Theile

Randall Silcock Bursary
Best applicant for funding for activities or equipment that will help students further their knowledge of medicine.
Donor: Estate of Randall Gilbert Silcock

Timothy An

Alexander Bremner

Sharon Del Vecchio

John Hartberg

Carl Haupt

Lu Yu Kuo

Mohammed Rahman
Paul Stuart McCarthy Prize
Best applicant on the basis of integrity, UQ Medical Society participation, community service and sport or adventure.
Donor: Mrs Haila McCarthy

Emma Lumsden

Harold Plant Memorial Prize
Best applicant on the basis of academic, sporting, and character attributes.
Donor: Colonel C.F. Plant

Harrison Theile

Dr Elaine Katte Prize in Medicine
Highest overall marks for the four years of the medical program.
Donor: Dr Elaine Katte

Harrison Theile

Bashford Sinnott Family Scholarship
Best applicant on the basis of aptitude, demonstrated need, and personal qualities.
Donor: Bashford/Sinnott Family

Theresa Tran

Siggins Miller Scholarship
Best indigenous applicant on the basis of demonstrated need.
Donor: Siggins Miller Consultants

Jordana Stanford

Dr Mark Skinner Prize
Highest GPA in Year 3 for a student who has undertaken a rotation at Greenslopes Clinical Unit.
Donor: The late Dr Mark Skinner and Bruce and Margaret McDiarmid

Samual Heckathorn

Dr Alan Van Tran and Minh Ha Tran Indigenous Health Education Bursary
Best Indigenous applicant on the basis of academic achievement, demonstrated need, and personal qualities.
Donor: Dr Alan Van Tran and Mrs Minh Ha Tran

Narawi Foley Boscott
Jordana Stanford
James Tronc

MEDICAL RESEARCH
The Class of 1954 Alumni Prize
Best published research paper.
Donor: Class of 1954 Medicine Alumni

Robert Ellis

MENTAL HEALTH
John Bostock Prize in Psychiatry
Best performance in Year 3 mental health rotation.
Donor: Queensland Branch of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatry

Alexandra Miller

Raymond James Memorial Prize
Best performance in Year 3 mental health rotation.
Donor: David, Richard and Prudence James

Alexandra Miller
OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY

Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Highest mark in the obstetrics and gynaecology rotation.
Donor: Estate of Prof Herbert John Wilkinson

Elisabeth Johnson

John F Dunkley Memorial Prize
Best results in obstetrics, gynaecology and neonatology.
Donor: Dr John F. Dunkley

Elisabeth Johnson

Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists Women’s Health Prize
Highest mark in the obstetrics and gynaecology rotation.
Donor: Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists

Louise Rafter

PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH

John Rendle-Short Prize in Child Health
Best results in paediatrics and child health.
Donor: Colleagues, friends and students of Prof John Rendle-Short

Emma Morgan

Dr Michael Reading Memorial Prize
Highest mark in the paediatrics and child health rotation.
Donor: Jennifer Reading and family, friends and colleagues of Dr Michael Reading

Emma Morgan

PAEDIATRICS AND MENTAL HEALTH

Dr Helen Row - Zonta Memorial Prize
Highest combined marks in the paediatrics and mental health rotations.
Donor: Zonta Club of Brisbane Inc.

Shanalie Dias

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Ophthalmologists Prize
Best performance in Year 4 ophthalmology.
Donor: Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Ophthalmologists

Christopher Longhurst

Raquel Maggacis

PHARMACOLOGY

Pfizer Australia Prize in Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Best critical appraisal of published material on a topic in the field of pharmacology and therapeutics.
Donor: Pfizer-Australia Pty. Ltd.

Craig Coorey
**POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH**

**William Nathaniel Robertson Scholarship**
Best applicant on the basis of research project proposal and academic results.
Donor: Estate of Clara Joan Roe

*Guy Helman*

**Douglas H.K. Lee Family Scholarship**
Best applicant on the basis of research project proposal and academic results.
Donor: The late Dr Douglas H.K. Lee

*Guy Helman*

**Charles Ferdinand Marks and Elizabeth Gray Marks Prize**
Best applicant on the basis of academic results, feasibility and expected benefits of research project.
Donor: Estate of Edris Marie Blanche Marks

*Robert Ellis*

---

**RHEUMATOLOGY**

**Harold and Mary Johnson Prize in Rheumatology**
Best essay on a topic related to rheumatology.
Donor: Arthritis Queensland

*Craig Coorey*

---

**RURAL MEDICINE**

**Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Prize**
Best applicant interested in a career in rural medicine.
Donor: Rural Doctors Association of Queensland

*William Moorhead*

---

**SURGERY**

**Charles Mitford Lilley Memorial Prize**
Greatest merit in the surgery rotation.
Donor: Colleagues and friends of Dr Charles Mitford Lilley

*Alyona Dziouba*

**H.J Windsor Prize**
Best performance in Year 3 surgery examinations.
Donor: Dr H.J. Windsor

*Laura Frederiksen*

**Herbert John Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Anatomy**
Best performance in Year 3 surgery rotation.
Donor: Estate of Prof Herbert John Wilkinson

*Callum White*

**Neville G. Sutton Prize in Surgery**
Best performance in Year 3 surgery rotation.
Donor: Colleagues and friends of Prof Neville G. Sutton

*Callum White*

---

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

**Public Health Association of Australia Prize - Year 1**
Highest marks in the Introduction to Public Health course.
Donor: Public Health Association of Australia

*Lacey Evans*
Public Health Association of Australia Prize - Year 3
Highest GPA at completion of the Bachelor of Health Sciences.
Donor: Public Health Association of Australia

Allison Wilson

Dr Alan Van Tran and Minh Ha Tran
Indigenous Health Education Bursary
Best Indigenous applicant on the basis of academic achievement, demonstrated need, and personal qualities.
Donor: Dr Alan Van Tran and Mrs Minh Ha Tran

Brittany Ruska

ALUMNI FRIENDS GOLDEN JUBILEE AWARDS
Awarded to the students demonstrating the greatest service and/or innovative contribution to biomedical sciences, public health or medicine.

Dr John H Casey Bursary
Donor: Dr John H Casey
Katherine Liu

Dr Konrad Hirschfeld CBE Bursary
Donor: Emeritus Professor Mary Mahoney AO
Lauren Peck

Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM Bursary
Donor: Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM
Emily Krusz

PRIZES & SCHOLARSHIPS: PEOPLE LIKE YOU MAKE THEM POSSIBLE!

It is only through the generosity of our caring and insightful donors that we are able to award student prizes and scholarships. If you’d like to support students through the creation of a prize or scholarship, or by contributing to an existing one, our Faculty Advancement team would welcome a conversation.

There are a variety of ways to give, including multi-year pledges, and naming a prize or scholarship after a friend, colleague or family member is a wonderful way to honour or memorialise a loved one.

Let’s talk!

Faculty of Medicine Advancement
P: 07 3365 5077
E: Med.Advancement@uq.edu.au
DONORS

Our heartfelt thanks go to these generous donors who contributed in 2017 or whose bequests and endowments have funded medical and public health scholarships and prizes in 2017.

Miss Leah Ahchay
Mr Ahmad Al-Hindawi
Miss Winifred Allen
Alumni Friends of UQ
Dr Robyn & Dr Andrew Apel
Dr John Armstrong
Arthritis Queensland
Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists
Dr David Backstrom
Ms Elizabeth Ball
Miss Kirsten Barlow
Dr John Bashford & Ms Deborah Sinnott
Mr Bahram Boghraty
Dr Imelda Bourke
Mr Richard Bowen
Dr Jonathan Bowers
Dr Jennifer Bowler
Miss Gabriela Bran
Brookfield Medical Pty Ltd
Dr Barbara Burge
Mr Douglas Canfield
Ms Susan Carrell
Mr Rob Carroll
Dr Kelly Carruthers
Dr John Casey
Dr Emanuel Cassimatis
Dr Stephen Chang
Dr Jonathan Christie
Dr Teong Chuah
Dr Angela Clarke
Class of 1954 Medicine Alumni
Class of 1966 Medicine Alumni
Class of 2008 Medicine Alumni
Dr Andrew Clouston

Dr Clare Collins
Dr Thomas & Mrs Barbara Conaghan
Dr Antony Crawford
Mrs Andrea Crofts
Dr Rose Daly
Ms Tori Darnell
Miss Raka Datta
Dr Mal Dawson
Dr Michael Delaney
Dr Phoebe & Mr Evan Donaldson
Dr Tyson Doneley
Dr Tom Dover
Dr John F. Dunkley
Dr Michael Dwyer
Miss Stephanie Dyer
Dr Melissa Eastgate
Mr Karl Eisner
Dr Charles Ellis
Dr Philip Esdale
Dr Lisa Freeman
Mr Andrew French
Dr Anthony French
Dr Juliet Gallagher
Dr Clare Gardiner
Dr Michael Gardner AM & Ms Silvana Gardner
Miss Lucy Gebbett
Mr Troy Gianduzzo
Mr Roger Goodyear
Professor Ian and Dr Ruth Gough
Dr Michael Gregory
Dr Alistair Hamilton
Ms Amanda Hammer
Dr Arthur Hartwig
Dr Robin Harvey

medicine.uq.edu.au
Mr John Hegerty
Dr John Hemming
Anthony R Herbert
Ms Annette Hermann
Dr Philip Hilford
Dr Brian Hirschfeld
Mr Thomas Hockings
Dr Michael Hodgson AM
Dr Cliff Hosking
Dr Graham Huxham
Dr Graham Isaacs
Dr Irene Jacovou
David, Richard & Prudence James
Dr Stephen Joseph
Dr Justin Kathage
Dr Elaine Katte
Dr John Keim
Ms Julianne Kelly
Dr Sharon Kelly PSM
Adjunct Professor Lizbeth Kenny AO
Dr Rodney Kirkwood
Ms Thea & Mr David Kleiber
Dr Hugh Kunze
Dr Michael Lambrou
Mrs Sandra Law
Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM
Dr Duncan Ledger
The Late Dr D. H. K. Lee
Dr Julie Lee
Dr William & Mrs Claudia Lee
Dr Nicoli Leonard
Colleagues and friends of
Dr Charles Mitford Lilley
Mr Charlie Liu
Dr John & Mrs Robbyn Lockwood
Mr David Long
Dr Vera Lukursky
Dr Jo Lynch
Emeritus Professor Mary Mahoney AO
Dr Ross & Dr Prue Manners

Estate of Edris Marie Blanche Marks
Dr Narelle Martin
Dr Sarah Martin
Dr Devi McAlpine
Ms Emily McCallum
Mrs Haila McCarthy
Mr Bruce & Mrs Margaret McDiarmid
Dr Lindsay McDowell
Dr Judith McEniery
McGraw-Hill Company
Australia Pty Ltd
Dr Denis Mee Lee
Dr Brendan & Mrs Jalinda Miller
Dr Dulcie Moeller
Ms Thulani Moyo
Estate of Ailsa Munro
Ms Jessie W. Murphy
Dr Andrew Newcomb
Dr Robert Newman
Dr Sue Newton
Ms Kan Ng
Dr T. T. N. Nguyen
Dr Trish O’Connor
Dr Peter O’Regan
Dr Rob Park
Dr William Parke
Dr Marjorie Patel
Dr David Perel
Dr Roderick Perry
Miss Caitlin Pert
Dr Nathan Peters
Drs William & Jill Pettigrew
Pfizer Australia Pty Ltd
Colonel C. F. Plant
Dr Sebastiano Previtera
The Late Dr David Pritchard
Dr John Pryor
Public Health Association of Australia
Family and friends of Garry Quayle
Dr Charles Quayle
Dr Michael & Mrs Beryl Quayle
Queensland Branch of the Australian Medical Association
Queensland Branch of the British Medical Association
Queensland Branch of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatry
Queensland Medical Women’s Society
Professor Peter Ravenscroft AM
RE Slaughter Medical Pty Ltd
Family, friends and colleagues of Dr Michael Reading
Mrs Jennifer Reading
Dr Kim Rees
Colleagues, friends and students of Professor John Rendle-Short
Dr Matt Rixon
Estate of Ms Clara Joan Roe
Miss Tiana Romeo
Dr Reno Rossato OAM
A/Prof Beverley Rowbotham
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Ophthalmologists
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists
Royal Australian College of General Practitioners
Rural Doctors Association of Queensland
Dr John & Mrs E Scott
Siggins Miller Consultants
Estate of Randall Gilbert Silcock
The Late Dr Mark Skinner
Dr David Smith
Dr Graham Solley
Dr Harry Stalewski
Dr Tim Staunton Smith
Ms Vicki Stenner
Professor Russell Stitz AM RFD
Colleagues and friends of Professor Neville G. Sutton
Ms Carly Talbot
Dr Rodney Thelander
Dr David Thomas
Dr Ian Thompson
Associate Professor Graeme Thomson
Dr Elizabeth & Dr Anthony Thorne
Family, friends and colleagues of Dr Catherine Thorp-Cramb
Mr Clement Toh
Dr Judith Toman
Dr Richard Tomlins AM
Dr Alan & Mrs Minh Ha Tran
Dr Uyen Tran
Miss Alison Troup
Mr Aaron Tso
Dr Christopher Turnbull
Mrs Susan Upham
Dr Carmel Walker
Mr Calum Watson
Dr Melanie Watson
Associate Professor Ted Weaver OAM
Dr Nicole Whitlock
Estate of Mrs Wienholt
Estate of Professor Herbert John Wilkinson
Mr Michael Williams
Dr Brian Wilson OAM
Dr H. J. Windsor
Mr Xiao Xu
Mr Alexander Yu Lai Yuen
Mr Fangdao Zhang
Zonta Club of Brisbane Inc.
Dr John Zubevich
11 Anonymous donors

For further information, or to advise of an error or omission, please contact the Medicine Advancement team.
P: 07 3365 5077 | E: Med.Advancement@uq.edu.au
“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”

– Winston Churchill